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Abstract:

Earthquake destroys a town at a stroke. Moreover, we have observed gradual collapses taking place for a long

duration in environment, community and even moral. We may lose our history and culture by these destructions. To protect
ourselves from them we should consider some effective means coupled with cooperative activities among us.
The Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake killed many people. Most of them are believed to have been in houses with less
earthquake-proof. The earthquake-proof reinforcement method by brace has been appreciated as effective to houses under the
conventional construction method and applied.
But to the houses built under the traditional method the necessity for reinforcement had not been fully known. The method
also requires the reinforcement. In old cities like Hikone there are many houses built 100~200 years ago by this traditional method
and many of them seriously require the reinforcement because of their frequent reconstruction or damages from humidity and
termites. To have a good example nearby is urgent for the diffusion of reinforcement necessity.
One example in Hikone shows the effectiveness of earthquake-proof reinforcement. It was done to a 250-year-old house
under material and financial donation together with more than 100-volunteer-manpower in total. We have excellent results in
“self-help” and “mutual-help”.
In the traditional method the main points for structural resistance are “ashigatame” joining pillars under floors and
“ increase of pillars and walls”. As the brace technique is regarded inadequate, “ARAKABE panel of dry clay” and “wooden
lattice” are used. Through this example we show the reinforcement is good for protection of history and culture, physically and
mentally.
With reinforced earthquake resistibility, a building can lengthen its life and would, from a long-range viewpoint, contribute to
prevent the global warming.

“Save Life”to

“Save Culture” ---

Earthquake-proof Reinforcement Encouragement

We have once set an objective“We shall not give top priority to our generation’s interests only. We shall not leave any
burden to the coming generations.” However, there must be many people who are feeling that such an objective is about to be
crumbled down.
So-called 4Rs (Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle) are considered to be essential in a circulation – type community, an
ideal community we should aim at for the future. Earthquake is one of the major factors that hinder the creation of this type
community where people continue to use same things in varied forms and ways.
Large-scale earthquakes destroy towns at a stroke. They have deprived many people of their lives. At the same time they
have destroyed people’s mental and physical culture, leaving a huge amount of waste from destroyed structures, buildings and
houses. We may lose our history and culture by these destructions. To protect ourselves from them we should consider some
effective means coupled with cooperative activities among us.
Reflecting over earthquakes disasters, I emphasize here that the most effective measure to protect ourselves from such
disasters should be the earthquake-proof reinforcement for various structures, buildings and houses. In other words, this measure
will help protect lives, architectures, town and landscapes, communities and people’s livelihood, to reduce wastes.
We have had a horrible earthquake experience; the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake . It killed many people. Most of them

are believed to have been in houses with less earthquake-proof. To the conventionally constructed houses and buildings the
reinforcement method by brace is said effective for the quake-proof. But to the houses built under the traditional construction
method the necessity for reinforcement had not been fully known.
In old cities like Hikone in Shiga Prefecture there are many houses built 100~200 years ago by the traditional construction
method and many of them seriously require the reinforcement because of their frequent reconstruction or damages from humidity
and termites.
In order to promote a move to encourage application of the earthquake-proof reinforcement, it was clarified that“to have a
good example in one’s neighborhood”is urgent for the diffusion of reinforcement necessity. It was made clear at a
“questionnaire on disaster-prevention and earthquake-proof”carried out at the neighboring districts of the Hanashobu-dori Street
in Hikone in 2005.

Long Life – Technique and Skill to Live Longer
The Architectural Chapter for a Global Environment (Note 1) that Japan’s five major architectural organizations drew
together emphasizes “Long Life” (Note 2) first of all at its five “characteristics”. For studying earthquake-proof
reinforcement problems, we began to give a second look at “Hikone Machi no Eki” (that is a base station for people’s
activities in the community); Terakoya-Chikaraishi, It is a small house once used for a private school during the 18th and19th
centuries in Hikone. This house is said to be about 250 years old. Naturally, the aged “former school” has many problems
from the standpoint of earthquake - resistance due to deterioration and remodeling over a long term of years.
As I mentioned before , to have a good example in one’s neighborhood helps a lot for the encouragement of reinforcement
necessity. And here is a good example as follows; during the period from September 29 to October 30, 2007, about 100 volunteers
took part in the earthquake-proof reinforcement work on Terakoya-Chikaraishi. The work was projected and conducted by the
Hikone Study Group on the Traditional Construction Method of Wooden –House (chaired by Tamotsu Suzuki, Prof. Emeritus at
Kanazawa Institute of Technology. The group is a substructure of the Forum on Disaster-prevention, Earthquake-resistance and
Town Forming. And this project was carried out under material and financial donation , obtaining excellent results in “self-help”
and “mutual-help” in addition to close cooperation of the people in the communities.
Inevitably supporting structure under the floor of an ancient house get eroded. Under the aforesaid work, they cut off the
eroded part and fix with so-called TANNETSUGI and other materials to reinforce the pillars. The point is how to increase pillars
and walls. Under the traditional construction method of wooden houses in which to make the most of flexible and persevering
property of wood is very characteristic, if woods are fixed aslant on the wall, this way of reinforcing hardens the fixed part to
have erosion expanding. Therefore we use ARAKABE panels (a kind of simple plastering) of dry clay and Wooden Lattices to
reinforce walls. These materials contribute to absorbing earthquake energy. In addition, we use such traditional KIGUMI（to
bracket wooden blocks with cuts together）as HIKI-DOKKO（to joint wooden parts with wooden bolts to reinforce joints of
woods）to connect ASHIGATAME（a part of base of wooden timber flame, very traditional way to reinforce the base firmly）
with pillars. In this experimental work “Terakoya-Chikaraishi”, these materials can be seen through the acrylic resin floor.

Problems on Legislation and Supporting System
While living in Hikone City, I have come to face ancient architectures willy-nilly, and learned that inheritance of techniques
and skills supporting ancient-architectures is one of the important factors to preserve these architectures.

There are only a small

number of organizations that are capable of examining GENKAITAIRYOKU-KEISAN（calculation of critical resistance）, a
method of structural calculation under the traditional construction method for wooden houses. Moreover, applicants are required
experiments before they go through complicated procedures for the official approval. All these things hinder constructors and
related parties from opportunities to apply the traditional method to their new construction and reconstruction plans. They would

also lead to decline of construction techniques and skills. Taking the above-mentioned into account, it is in pressing need to
complete “specifications” common to the official and private sectors.
As an another factor hindering the Long Life and continuation of using old architectures, heavy burden of inheritance tax is
not negligible , resulting in pulling down of old structures and breaking up of town itself.
In November 2007, it was announced by Central Disaster Management Council (Cabinet Office, Government of Japan)
that estimated 42,000 people might lose their lives if a vertical-shock-type earthquake occurs in the Osaka area because there are
many old house and buildings. The announcement seems to have put the owners of old houses and buildings into two groups.
One group will scrap the old and rebuild anew, and the other will repair the old. To meet these expected demands, we must be in
a hurry to prepare a manual for earthquake-proof reinforcement under the traditional construction method for wooden houses.
Even in an ideal circulation-type community ,if the community cannot satisfy sensibilities of people , it may simply force
people to obey regulations and to keep patience, When you have a durable house where you can dwell for a long time, you will
be able to lead a comfortable life with a sense of full security. When such a house is built one after another, these houses will
create a secure and enjoyable community providing people with a sense of abstract richness. When, however, such community is
highly evaluated in terms of property, the people in the community may enjoy concrete richness.

Eight Essential Points for Earthquake-proof Reinforcement
The eight essential points in the earthquake-proof reinforcement of an old house (so-called Machiya= tradesman’s house)
were made clear by the Hikone Study Group on the Traditional Construction Method of Wooden –House
(Supervised by Tamotsu Suzuki, chairman of the Studying Group).
The reinforcement was made in bid for protecting from large-scale earthquakes.
◎ Three Basic Policies
1. To provide the dwellers with secure and rich daily life.
2. To harmonize the houses with their historical surrounding areas by inheriting traditional design.
3. To make the most of flexible and persevering characters of the traditional construction method for wooden houses.
◎ Five Remodeling Guidelines
1.

To restore deteriorated structures; sunk or tilted pillars or beams are put back to the right positions, and eroded structures
are reinforced.

2.

To make the whole structure capable of effectively coping with an earthquake; additional pillars and beams are used to
strengthen the structure.

3.

To let violent quakes go past; pillars and foundations are not fixed on the pedestal and/ or other footstalls but simply put on
cornerstones. They are connected by YOKOZAI (wooden block horizontally built over, = so-called ASHIGATAME).

4.

To control quakes and enhance durability; walls effective for this purpose are put on the four corners and near important
pillars.

5.

To absorb the earthquake energy while being destroyed; effective mud-plastered panels, so-called ARAKABE panels
and MENGOUSHI (wooden lattice)are chosen for usage. No SUJIKAI (braces ) are used.

Note,
1 “Architectural Chapter for a Global Environment”June 1st, 2000 enacted by the five following architectural organization
in Japan.
Architectural Institute or Japan
Japan Federation of Architects & Buildings Engineers Associations
Japan Association or Architectural Firms
The Japan Institute of Architects
Building Contractors Society
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Five articles of “Architectural Chapter for a Global Environment”
Long Life
Symbiosis
Energy Conservation
Resource Conservation and Circulation
Succession
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